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Your Passion Drives Us To Axcel…… 

Axcel Custom Race Leather Measurement Form 
 

PO#                                                             Rider/ Team:   
 

IMPORTANT: 

 Be Sure To Read All Information Pertaining to this Form with the Highest Attention to Detail…. 

 Measurements need to be taken With a Tailor’s Measuring Tape and Need to Be Exact. 

 Please Refer to the Measuring Diagram on Page 2 for Detailed Instructions on Each Measurement. 
 

1) Chest Circumference: 

(Take deep breath & hold)        

2) Waist Circumference:  

(Take circumference measurement at belly button while breathing out)      

3) Neck Circumference: 

(Take measurement at base of neck at the widest part, keeping measurement tape loose)     

4) Sleeve Length: 

(Place hand on hip. Take measurement at top of shoulder & go down around bent elbow to wrist)   

5) Shoulder to Elbow:  

(Place hand on hip. Take measurement at top of shoulder down to tip of elbow)   

6) Elbow to Wrist: 

(Take measurement at tip of elbow to wrist bone)    

7) Bicep Circumference:  

(Flex bicep and measure at widest point)         

8) Forearm Circumference:  

(Flex forearm and measure at widest point)       

9) Wrist Circumference: 

(Measure around the wrist over the wrist bone)        

10) Shoulder to Shoulder: 

(Measure from center point of outside shoulder across top back to opposite outside center shoulder  

keeping shoulders relaxed)       

11) Neck to Belly Button:  

(Start at the base of your neck just below your adams apple down to your belly button)   

12) Neck to Waistline:  
(Start at the base of the back of the neck and go down to the same point as your front belly button)   

13) Full Torso Measurement (THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT MEASUREMENT):  

(Start at the base of the neck. Same point as measurement 11 and go straight down and through the crotch and up  

the back to the base of the rear neck. Same point as measurement 12, keeping tension on the measuring tape firm)  

14) Hip Circumference:  

 (Measure around the widest part of your hips and buttocks)  

15) Upper Thigh Circumference:  

(Measure around the largest part of the upper thigh) 

16) Lower Thigh Circumference:  
(Measure around the lower part of the thigh)  

17) Knee Circumference  
(Measure around the center of the knee cap) 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Axcel Sports is not responsible for any measurements provided to us that are 

incorrect and result in the suit not fitting properly. Any and all alterations needed to the suit, due to this 

issue will be at the sole expense of the customer. 
 

Measurement Diagram Next Page 
 



     

18) Calf Circumference: 

(Measure around the largest part of the calf with the calf flexed)       

19) Ankle Circumference:   

(Measure around the ankle just above the ankle bone) 

20) Inseam Length: 

(Measure from the top of the crotch down the leg to just above the ankle bone) 

21) Thigh Length: 

(Start measurement on your side at belly button height and bend leg slightly. Measure straight down the side 

of your thigh to the center of the knee cap) 

22) Knee to Ankle Length: 

(Start at the side of your leg at center of knee cap and go down to just above the ankle bone) 

23) Overall Leg Length (IT IS VERY IMPORTANT YOUR LEGS ARE STRAIGHT): 

(Start measurement on your side at belly button height and go down the leg to just above the ankle bone) 

 

 
 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Axcel Sports is not responsible for any measurements provided to us 

that are incorrect and result in the suit not fitting properly. Any and all alterations needed to 

the suit, due to this issue will be at the sole expense of the customer. 
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